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Felleman & Van Essen, rhesus visual system 
Science 1989

Crick & Jones, Nature, 1993 -

“It is intolerable that we do not have a 
knowledge of the connectivity of the 
human brain” 

Jeff Lichtman, Science, 2011 -

"The relation between the structure of 
the nervous system and its function is 
more poorly understood … than any 
other organ system.”



OHBM Paris 1995 
dMRI tractography proposed and DTI in two forms, and noted unable to resolve crossing

Wedeen et al HBP Paris 1995



Blood flow - 1985

MR angio Science '86



MRI tractography reveals the functional architecture of the heart
! equal fiber shortening across the wall; a compliant slip system; 2x dynamic regime; design saturation 

Sosnovick et al, 



Pathway overlap is a defining characteristic of the brain

             not brainy                      brainy 



Neuroanatomy is more difficult than other anatomy 
because many structures can overlap in the same place

macaque tracers - Pandya & Schmahmann



2D x-ray, overlap! ! 3D CT, no overlap



tissue

Diffusion MRI - 
3D pattern of water diffusion indicates tissue structure
1994: diffusion tensors show average fiber directions

      diffusion tensor



brain tissue

Water diffusion traces tissue fiber structure
diffusion spectrum MRI (DSI) resolves overlapping pathways

“image” of diffusion



DTI: 7 q-samples, recon with tensor fit
DSI: 500 q-samles, recon with 3DFT

q-space



DSI encoding and reconstruction

   q samples !          !         pdf level set!         odf spherical plot

   FT è ! !        ∫dr è



DTI

DSI



DSI directions of maximum diffusion 3T human in vivo



To de-singularize the brain, resolve fiber orientations at 
each location - with DSI 



DSI tractography - Pons normal human subject in vivo
! middle cerebellar peduncle - red 
! corticospinal tract - blue!

3T DSI SE 3500/96 
2.6mm bmax8500 53min 



Wendell Krieg 1963

DSI

3T 2.6mm 8500 bmax



Human DSI 

whole brain           sagittal slice



DSI rhesus hemisphere



Owl monkey



Animal models - DSI neurorat



Optic chiasm 



Optic chiasm 

! DSI! ! ! ! !   DTI 

descussation
Wedeen et al Neruoimage 2008 in press
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Macaque centrum semiovale

tracer - 3D! ! !  DSI - 6D

Schmahmann et al Brain 2007



Macaque centrum semiovale

DTI ! ! !     ! ! DSI 
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Validation DSI and tracer rhesus SLF3



DSI connectivity of macaque superior frontal gyrus

Schmahmann JD, Pandya DN, Wang R, Dai G, D’Arceuil HE, de Crespigny AJ, Wedeen VJ



DSI rhesus BA10 connectivity 

tracer Petrides & Pandya            DSI

area 10



Macaque

MRI 3D and overlap! ! DSI 6D and no overlap



DSI human connectome - Hagmann et al PLoS Biol 7.08



DSI

M1-FEF

parcellation

Macaque connectome
DSI and ! ! CoCoMac

Hagmann PLoS Biol 2008



DSI in vivo human !     human connectome

Hagmann et al PLoS Biol 2008



Human connectome hubs and core

Hagmann et al PLoS Biol 2008



Macaque cingulum bundle



Human hippocampus ex vivo DSI
digital dissection



Macaque calcarine connections



Early evidence of geometric structure, owl monkey hippocampus 2005



Human cortex 300u



Approach to “diffusion resolution”

 The aim of diffusion MRI is to image an underlying shape. 

 This is limited by blurring from 2 sources:

 - blurring due to finite resolution of the diffusion camera

    1/qmax = 1/GT

 - burring due to diffusion itself
   
   √2DT

 Combining these, overall diffusion resolution R is

   R2 = (1/GT)2 + 2DT
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Consequences:

For any gradient G, there is a best-possible micro-resolution

  Reff  = (D/Gmax)1/3

For any diffusion Dmin, there is a universal optimum b-value
   
  bopt = π2/6Dmin



In astronomy, the way to sensitivity and resolution is mirror diameter

Corning 200" mirror for the Hale Telescope at Mt Palomar

In diffusion MRI, the way to boost signal-to-noise and resolution of 
micro-structure is gradient strength



MGH-UCLA HCP
Immediate goal: map human connectivity

Long-term goal: objective mental health care



The ultimate 
diffusion 

machine…
7x the gradient strength.

4x the encoding speed. 

64 channel brain array

Gmax = 300mT/m
Slew = 200 T/m/s

(thru simultaneous 
multi-slice imaging)

Expect nearly 10x increase in sensitivity for high b value diffusion  



The MGH Connectom Scanner
Compared to Skyra-GC:
4x gradient amplifiers
4x external gradient connections
4x times water cooling layers 
2x layers per gradient axis 
8x times the peak 
     gradient strength 300mT/m!



3T Connectom scanner, 24 megawatts
Los Angeles class nuclear submarine, 26 megawatts



Connectom DSI b12000 TE 65ms 1.5mm 15 min
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birth 

Cat DSI day 100 

Takahasi et al ISRMR 2008



DSI Connectom 1.5mm b15k TE 68ms 15 min



Day 100Day 0 Day 35

Cat cortico-thalamic tracts 
development 

Takahasi et al ISRMR 2008



Human cortex specimens
!  normal control vs. polymicrogyria

Ellen Grant, RP Wang, A deCrespigny, VJ Wedeen - MGH Radiology



Intracortical connectivity



Cat and 
mouse



! Macaque circuit of Papez ex vivo



Human pons ex vivo 



Esophagus fiber structure - like Chinese finger cuffs


